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HAPPY NUDE YEAR!

Wa s Sc i en t iCI a u s 
good to you? How about 
being good to your seIt • 
I have a shelf full of 
goodies to give away to 
you. Just between our 
shelves there are such 
titles as "Millenium I", 
"Slaves of IJax", "The 
Immortals", "landslide", 
"Mr Peabody & the Mer
maid", "The School 1 n 
Space", "Titus Groan", 
"W o r Id Aflame", ''Ter
rible Awakening", "The 
Platter", and many 
others. Size of order 
determines value of your 
premlumlsl; a $2 order 
guarantees you a gift.

Send stamps, cash, 
postal notes, money or
der s or c heck s to •

WEAVER WR 'GHT, Box 6151 Me r o S tn , Los An cel es 55, Calif.

AE van Vogt's THE VOYAGE OF THE SPACE SHIP BEAGlE, Simon 
Schuster, first 10 orders will be autograft, $2.50...

HFHeard's Psychological Revolution of 1997, DOPPELGANGERS-- 
this book published at $2.75...now only $1!

HFHeard's great science-fantasyarn collection, Jacket and 
mint, THE LOST CAVERN...reduced to a mere $1 I

Eden Phi I Ipott's two latest stf novels, FALL OF THE HOUSE 
OF HERO' and aDDRcjS UNKNOWN, each $2.

Robert Heinlein's SIXTH COLUMN (nufsed), $2.50; RED PLANET 
--adventures on a Weinbaumian world, $2.50.

THE CASE OF THE CRAZY ATOM, a brand new Importation, $1.75.
A tale of 2005: CONCLUDING, by Henry Green. Jam, $2.

EXILES OF TIME, Nelson Bond, reduced to $2.50.
Dr Keller's THE HCMLNCULUS, a "sleeper" at only $2.50

THE STELLAR MISSILES by the author of "The Radium Pool" 
— $2.75; THE RADIUM POOL itself, $3.

MURDER MADNESS b y Murray Leinster------back in print after 
all these years as a collectors' item! $2.75.

THE 4-SIDED 3-ANGLE, one of the top 10 stf novels of '49, 
autograft by author Wm Temple, $2.75.

A MAN DIVIDED, Dr Olaf Stapledon's latest novel, signed!—
$3

EARTH ABIDES, another Top Ten contender of '49, Jam, $3 
THE THRONE OF SATURN, S. Fowler Wright, brand new, $3 

If you don't see It, ask for it; and I thank you for add
ing 5c per title to help defray increased postal costs.

FANTASY FOCUS (Est. 4241 BCI
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A flat 10% discount is offered on ad
vertising copy that is in final form. 
Take the discount when remitting, but 
please be certain the copy is proper
ly proportioned (FA’ s pages are dimen*- 
sioned in a 2 to 3 ratio) and that it 
is up to FA’s standard of neatness. A 
further discount is offered to adver
tisers on a contract basis (l.e., ads, 
which may be of varying size, in every 
issue). Those interested should re
quest our rate card.

Send copy and remittance to

Fantasy Advertiser 
1745 Kenneth Road 

Glendale 1, California

or J. M. Rosenblum 
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This issue is the work of a new ed
itor, whose opinion it is that his pre
decessor, Gus Willmorth, did a very 
fine job. The only deliberate change 
in policy (if it really is a change) 
is to open FA’s pages to book reviews 
and discussions concerning various 
non-fiction subjects of particular in
terest to s-f and fantasy fans.

It has seemed necessary to raise 
the subscription price to 75/ a year, 
or 9 issues for a. dollar. We hope you 
will agree that the additional material 
in each issue is worth the increase. 
Until February 15th, however, new and 
renewal subscriptions will be accepted 
at the old rate of 50/ a year.

With this issue FA inaugurates a 
check-list of fantasy books ■ in print 
in the US. An Installment of the c-1, 
covering a portion of the alphabet, 
Will be included in each issue, and a 
revised list will be reprinted in in
stalments annually. With small hope 
for success, we wish to announce our 
desire for a volunteer to compile a 
similar listing of British books.

All fan authors and artists are 
very cordially invited to submit their 
work for publication.

This and every issue FA will awafS. 
$3 to the artist whose drawing is the 
most popular in the issue. Please let 
us know your choice.

There will be 1500 copies of the 
March FA printed--the extra 500 to ac
commodate an anticipated demand resul
tant from several ads and announcements 
being placed in (we hope I) strategic 
locations. Advertisers are advised to 
get in this big, widely-circulated is
sue, and requested to get their copy 
in as early as is convenient.

A VERY HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL’!
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THEY’RE PUSHING US AGAIN

A book review by S. T. Horn

GIANT BRAINS, or. Machines That Think. By Edmund C. Berkeley 
John Wiley & Sons, NY, 1949, xvi, 270 pp., 4.00.

It looks like the physical scientists and engineers are once more push
ing our science-fiction authors, by making real the type of thing we have 
been reading about for many years. GIANT BRAINS is a first rate description 
of developments in the various mechanical and electronic devices which have 
been built in very recent years to take over the task of calculating those 
things beyond the ability of man to accomplish in a reasonable length of time. 
It is a non-fiction book whicn is of prime interest to science-fiction readers.

An extremely readable book, the author has done a particularly fine job 
in making clear to the intelligent layman a subject which basically presents 
great difficulties in description. He does all this without "writing down" 
and throughout gives plenty of warning that certain paragraphs may be skipped 
without losing the thread of thought. His preface explaining the plan of the 
book and suggested method of reading can well be a model for many other auth
ors writing in similar fields.

Berkeley, the author, is amply qualified to write this book for it was.
he who did much of tiie pioneering work in the field of thinking machines, al
though that fact is modest- 
mechanical brain is first 
ation presented as to what 
Ihen a chapter is devoted 
for handling information, 
to those systems of nota
machine calculators. This 
a very close relation to 
mantics, and those of our 
into this ihscinating field 
BRAINS to interest them.

Next, the design of 
brain is followed through, 
reader almost feels that he could grab himself a

ly hidden in his book. A 
defined and a brief explen- 
may be expected from it. 
to languages and symbols 
with particular reference 
tion which are useful in 
chapter and later ones bear 
the general subject of se- 
readers who have looked 
will find much in GIANT

parts and build one. 
The machine is named 
a light touch, by no

a very simple mechanical 
step by step, so that the 

handful of relays and other
The author even seems to invite that just this be done! 

Simon - because it is so very simple, and demonstrates 
means frivolous, found throughout the book.

The punch-card machine, as exemplified by the familiar IBM machines, is 
then discussed and its possibilities set forth. It is shown that these ma
chines are much more versatile than most of us realize and how in other, more 
complicated machines, the principle of punched cards end tapes is used for 
feeding information In and later for interpreting results. Punch-card machines 
are a logical and legitimate step in evolution.

The big league brains are next dealt with in order of their appearance 
in the art. MIT's Differential Analyzer No. 2 is described so well that its 
principles seem but little more complicated than Simon’s. There is a page or 
so on the mathematics of it for those who can still handle a bit of calculus, 
but as the author points out, this can be missed without interfering with the 
fun and general understanding,. Like all other chapters dealing with specific 
machines, It ends with an appraisal of its abilities and limitations.

FOR SALE

ELLERY QUEEN’S MYSTERY MAGAZINE

Complete---7O numbersf from 
Fall 1941 to September 1949

Will accept a reasonable offer.

D. A. rtollhelm 
98-50 67th Avenue, 
Forest Hills, N.Y.
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Harvard* i Automatic Sequence-Controlled Calculator is another step’ in 
design and Ite intricacies and possibilities are made clear. An entire chap
ter Is devoted to It, also. The following chapter deals with the first elec
tronic job, the ENIAC {Electronic Numerical Integrator and Calculator). It 
has 18,000 tubes similar to those in radios and progress is indicated in that 
another similar but Improved model could now be built with about only 3000. 
This electronic machine has real speed - 5000 additions a second is easy for 
it. But like all others, addition is the least of its duties.

The Bell Telephone Company has entered the field with what it calls its 
General-Purpose Belay Calculator. The most outstanding feature of this brain 
is the ability to check its .own answers at every step so that its accuracy is 
just about unbelievable. This and other features will contribute much to fu
ture designs. The last major brain discussed is the Kalin-Burkhart Logical- 
Truth Calculator. The duties assigned to It have less to do with numbers as 
such and more with deciding what Is true, consistent with certain basic elem
ents of Information, properly coded, fed into it. While the numerical inform
ation turned out by other calculators is impressive enough, this truth-deduc
ing machine gives one an eer’e feeling.

As Interesting as the descriptions 
of us will find the chapter de-

of existing n shines might be, most 
voted to the future of machines

that think the most appealing 
tolls what designs could be 
and techniques and parts, 
the types of problems that 
attengsted by man because 
which future machines 
us. His list is 1m- 
author had been an s-f 
added a few more. The 
be solved in space-ship 
enough, but those of as- 
be far greater and will,
action consistent with the 
as the problem can be de- 
abillty of thinking machines 
their complexity and weight

to our imaginations. Berkeley 
built with present knowledge 

He also enumerates many f 
have never been solved or 
of the shortness of life, 

may be able to do for 
pressive, but if the 
fan, he might have even 
engineering problems to 
design are quite severe 

trogatlon will certainly 
in many cas -, require

solution virtually -as soon 
fined. With the power and 

Increasing all the time, and 
decreasing (really!), an auto

matic aatrogator and pilot is much to be expected. The hum-n brain
just isn't able to operate fast enough for some of these problems 
able to design a mechanical brain that can.

but It is

The author's last chapter is also interesting to us for so much of our 
better fiction deals with the type of problem which he courageously discusses, 
that of Social Control. He rather proudly points out that it would be easj r 
tc ignore this phase in his bool and that he doesn't. Berkeley well deserves 
this little pat, even if self-administered. We won't spoil his fine present
ation, but the gist of it is that in the long run, it is the men who control 
the machine that determine whether any device is used for good or detriment - 
that the machine itself is neutral. This of course applies, whether the de
vice is a motor car, atomic power, the calculator, or for that matter, the 
cave man's club.

There are several appendices worth noting. The first is entitled Word 
and Ideas. It is a further short discussion oft symbols and language and a 
direct tie-in with semantics. The next is a good review of the mathematics 
used in the body of the book, and if used in conjunction with it, will do 
wonders toward helping the reader over it. Good practical exangiles are used. 
The bibliography of many pages Is particularly fine and can be a reading list 
both by those of us who are doing this sort of reading for fun and by someone 
wishing to pursue the technical aspects of design.

All told, we would say that it is a well put together book that any 
serious s-f fan (and who would admit he wasn't?) will get a lot of fun from. 
Particularly since we can say, "Sure, we knew you guys would get around to 
that sort of thing some day, anyhow. But get a wiggle on, we're still 'way 
ahead of you!"

In connection with GIANT BRAINS we want to remind you of the book by 
Norbert Wiener, CYBERNETICS (same publisher, Wylie, 1948, 3.00), subtitled, 
Communication snd Control In the Animal and Che Machins. This book, length
ily reviewed in AS-F, September, 1949, discusses a particularly science-fic
tional branch of the general topic treated in Berkeley's book. RAS
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FANTASY MAGAZINES FOR SAI#
The following magazines are all In good to fine condition with both 

covers. I have a very fer copies without oovers and these are half price.All 
prices Indicated ari for single copies, not for the entire year.

Amaalng Stories Fltst issue-Apr.1926 - 6.00
1926-00i 1927-2.00; 1928 to 1930-1.50;1931 to 1935-1.00; 1936 to 1945- 50/ 
1946 to date - 30/.

Astounding Stories First issue- Jan.1930 -10.00 
BSD-S.‘00; WK 1936 - 2.00; 1937 to 1942-1.25; 1943 to 1946 - 75/; 1947 
to date - 40/.

Weird Tales first issue-Harohl923 -25.00
1923 to 1925-10.00(when in stock) 1926 - 5.00; 1987-4.00; 1928 to 1930 -3.00
1931 to 1934 - 2.00; 1935 to 1939 -1.25; 1940 to 1945-50/; to date - 30/.

Wonder Stories, Science, and Thrilling First issue-June 1929 - 1.50
1929 'to 1^6-1.06; 1937 to 1946 - 50/; to date - 30/. ,, .

Startling Stories Hr«t issue Jan.1939 -2.00
1959,B45 - T.05; 1941 to 1945 -50/; to date - 30/.

Fantastic Adventures First issue May 19'39 -2.50
1939,1940 - l.&i; 1941 to 1945 -50/; to date - 30/.

Planet atcries first issue Winter 1940 -2.00
1940,1941-1.00; 1942 to 1945 - 50/; to date - 30/.

Famous Fantastic Mysteries First issue (Bep.-Oct.}139-2.00
1939 to 1941 -1.60; 1942 to 1943 -1.00; 1944 to 1946 -75/;to date 40/,

Fantastic Novela First issue July 1940 -2.50
1940 to 1941 -2.00 ; 1948 to date 50/.

OTHER U.S.4 :
Unknown & Unknown Worlds- 2,00eaoh.
Strange Stories - 1.00
Witches Tales - 4.00
Black Cats - 1.00
Oriental Stories - 2.50
Astonishing stories - 50/
Lynamio Science Stories - 50/
Science Fiction - 50/
Comet Stories - 75/
Amazing Quarterly!old) - 2.00
Wonder Quarterly -1.00
Miracle Science - 5,00
Stirring Science - 75/
Amazing detective - 2.00
Air Wonder - 2.00
Tales of Magic & Mystery - 15.00 
too Savage-Tpre137)-1.00;others-40/ 
Shadow - (pre'36)-1.00 ; others-40/
Argosy-(10 containing fantasy) -2.00 
Uncanny (Canadian) -1.00

FOREIGN MAGAZINES —
Marvel Storles& Tales - 1.50
Captain Future - 50/
Strange Tales - 3.00
Harvel (semi-pro) - 1.00
Magic Carpet - 2.50
Super Science - 50/
Future - 75/
S.F. Quarterly - 1.00
Ghost Stories - 1.50
Horror Tales - 2.00
Terror Tales - 2.00
Lime Mystery-(pre '39) -1.00
Cosmic Storles - 75/
True Mystic 'oienoe - 1.00
Scientific retentive - 2.00
Amazing Annual - 6.00
Tales of Wonder - 1.00
Fantasy ( British ) - 1.00

» Scoops - 1.00
Any recent Br. sf magazine - 50/

For any other magazines of a similiar nature send your want list

, — FANTASTIC FOCETROQKs —
Any A.Merritt end H.F.Lovecraft pocketbock only 1.00- each. Fantasy 
£c ders - 75/. Any other U.S. pooketbookslnoe 1942 - 50/ each.

— Fanmagazines —
I want to close out my stock of these. The following lots all contain 

fanzines mostly before 1944. Included are ones like opaceways.Lez etc.
10 different for vl.OO 50 different for 5.00

• .....""
For a limited time to gain much needed space I am offering 100 diff, 

fantasy mags like Amazing,Weirds etc..all. In good condition for v30.00 
This lot includes only magazines dated between 1927 and 1944.

- If there is anything else you might - 
want in books or mags'drop me your 
want list which will reoieve prompt 

ITEENTION.
CLAUDE HELD (dealing In fantasy since 1939)

§»»*»» *§$*»-***S**»*****»* *♦»♦**»**»**,»♦»»******* »»**.*?4*lk*t»?v*»**^
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THE LORD OF WONDER 

An Appreciation of Lord Dunsany 

by Lin Carter 

"Come with me, ladies and gentle
men who are in any wise weary of London; 
and those who tire at all o: the world 
we know; for we have new worlds here."

Thus goes the preface to The Book of Wonder, and thus is begun the 
Chronicle of Little Adventures at The Edge of the World, and thus did I 
first fall under the spell of Lord Dunsany. I have never regretted 
reading those words, nor shall I.

Edward John Moreton Drax Plunkett, Lord Dunsany, is a tall, spare 
Irishman of seventy-one years, with a slight mustache and a suggestion 
of hollowness In his face. He is the Eighteenth Baron of Dunsany, and a 
member of one of the six families in all Britain who are of actual Nor
man descent., Dunsany was born In 1878, attended Eton, and served as an 
officer In the Coldstream Guards during the South African War. He suc
ceeded his father to the barony, a twelfth century castle In Meath, Ire
land, in 1899, and married Lady Beatrice Villiers in 1904. He has one 
son. His ancestors were robber barons who founded the lordships of Dun- 
sany and Fingall. His castle and title are among the oldest baronial 
possessions in the British Isles.

During his early youth he read Homer, the Bible, and Hereditus' 
accounts of early civilizations. And from these origins he drew both 
his exalted, quaintly stilted prose, and his favorite theme, which one 
finds often repeated in his stories., .indolent and heathen oitles with 
their pagan mo- irchs and their prophets of doom.

He sold his first story something_llke forty years ago, and since 
then has been a fairly frequent contributor to various English and An
glo-Irish periodicals, including The Sketch and The Saturday Review. 
The first volume of his fiction, THE GODS OF PEGAKA, appeared In 1905, 
and was followed by TIME AND THE GODS, 1906, THE SWORD OF WELLERAN, 1908, 
A DREAMER'S TALES, 1910, THE BOOK OF WONDER, 1912, and several other 
collections of his curious prose. His little tales defy accepted class
ifications, being fables, allegories, fairy tales, and prose poems at 
the same time. In them, he endeavors to transport his readers from drab 
reality, into that dim and misty region of Earth that he usually refers 
to as The Edge of the World, but sometimes calls Th Lands of wonder; 
there, In those far lands deep In the Region of Myth, and beyond the 
Kingdom of Fantasy, there he spina his shimmering tales of kings and 
sorcerors, of knights and knaves, of gnomes and pirates. There his glit
tering imagination dwells upon griffins and djinns, upon tenples and pal
aces, upon the quests of restless kings, and the doom of heathen cities.

Lord Dunsany shares' that- same rare genius of imagination that was 
the property of Merritt, Lovecraft, and Clark Ashton Smith. Like Smith, 
who i worn are painted with rich and exotic hues, he colors his stories 
richly, but with more subtle and delicate pigments. Like Merritt, his 
prose is both exalted and poetic, but he lacks the heavy, complex de
scriptive passages of that master, which often encumbered the smooth flow 
of his unfolding plots. Like Lovecraft, he creates marvelous and exotic 
names for his myriad cities and Oriental lands, but he possesses one 
faculty that Lovecraft lacked. Dunsany's names fit smoothly with their 
meaning and purpose. I cite an example: in THE QUEST OF THE GOLDEN BOX, 
Lord Dunsany spins the tale of the three thieves who went to The Edge of 
the world to steal the Golden Box, Sllth, Sippy, and Slorg. What do 
these names suggest to you? "Sllth" reminds ue of stealth, "Sippy" is 
suggestive of someone slipping silently through a fo-st, perhaps, and 
"Slorg" has connotations of avarice and cunning. Taken together, they 
are sly. whispered, and secretive sounds. One would think that whole 
generations of story tellers had shaped them, rather than one man.

His cleverness In creating names la more fully expressed in the
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■any and marvelous cities in his Lands of Wonder. There is Zretazoola, 
city of SombelenU the Centsuress; and Sardathrion, with its great onyx 
lion rising limb upon limb into the sky; Bombasharna, ttie City of Marvel, 
that was hewn from the peak of a mountain when the world was young; and 
fabled Bethmoora, where window after window pours into the dusk its 
"lion-frightening" light; TholdenLlarna, the Citadel of the Gods^ that 
wasjjeselged by the centaurs in legendary times; there is nercasionne, 
th>? city the elf~king< built one evening late in Kay, by blowing all 
their silver horns together; and there is the fair Belzoond; and Perdon- 
darls of the ivory gates; and Mandaroon, with her white pinnacles peer
ing over her ruddy walls; and there is also the incomparable City Of 
Never, sister to the Moon. Surely, in all legend and myth, there exist 
no fairer cities than these!

From the making if storle , Dunsany went to the writing of plays. 
His first play was THE GLITTERING rATE In 1909, followed by the famous 
KING ARGIMENES AND THE UNKNOWN WARRIOR in ±911, THE GODS OF THE MOUNTAIN, 
1911, THE GOLDEN DOOM, 1912, and THE LOST SILK HAT, in 1913. In all, he 
has written about twenty plays. Most of them have been s^ecessfully 
produced on the stage, not only in Ireland and England, but In the United 
States as well.

• It Is rather difficult to lay one's finger on the qualities that 
make his plays what they are. One more tangible quality is their rich 
and dramatic symbolism. And another is the capacity of his plays for 
illustrating the frightening vastness, and the complex unity of life. 
For instance, in THE GOLDEM DOOM, the destiny of a mighty kingdom becomes 
a factor of equal importance with the outcome of a child's wish for a 
new toy.

Although Dunsany is one of the three playwrights that restored 
eloquence to the modern stage and made it exalted, yet his plays are by 
no means cluttered or loquacious. On the contrary, he practices the 
greatest economy of means possible, so that not a word, a gesture, nor 
movement is wasted to reach the desired effect. His characters speak 
simply, shortly, and sharply to the point. There is no mistaking thair 
meaning, and that serves to constantly move the play ahead.

It is difficult to choose a favorite story or play. Of the forty- 
six stories and eighteen plays I have had the pleasure to read, many are 
outstanding: THE FALL OF BABULKIND; THE FORTRESS UNVANQUISHABLE. SAVE 
FOR SAC NOTH; THE SWORD OF WELLERAN; HOW ONE CAME, AS WAS FORETOLD, TO 
THE CITY OF NEVER; POLTARNESS, BEHOLDER OF OCEAN; ind the play KING AR- 
JIMENES AND THE’ UNKNOWN WARRIOR are perhaps my favorites.

Why they are my favorites is not so easy to say. There is an 
elfin beauty, a dramatic sense of situation, and a dreamy. Oriental 
richness that attracts and fascinates. There, in his glittering fables, 
lies the dim, far land beyond the Kingdom of Faery, that spreads just 
below the Junction of rivers, where Oonrana, River of Myth, joins the 
Waters of fable, the old Plegathanees; and there you shall find cities 
of blue crystal doomed by jealous gods to ages of unbroken slumber, there 
the peaks still ring with elfin horns, and knights still quest for fabled 
grails in lands where Time is known not; where walled cities war for 
hundreds of years because of a whispered jest; where old green gods with 
ruby eyes slumber in tenqiles of onyx and jade, and priests burn spices 
and rare oils to them at Eventide; there adventurous princes bridle the 
scarlet hippogrif, and fly to the City of Never, and amorous Kings, 
gulsed in a troubadour's rags, aspire to win the Queen of the Woods; and 
always there is ever more to come, as Dunsany says in his Epilogue to 
Tne Book >f Wonder:

"I take farewell of my readers. But 
it may b< we shall even meet again, for it 
is still to be told how the gnomes robbed 
the fairies, and of how the King of Ooi 
insulted the troubadour, thinking himself 
safe among his scores of archers, and how 
the troubadours made that King ridiculous 
forever in song. But for this I must re
turn to the edge of the world. Behold, 

the caravans are starting,"
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Kiel De Jack, 203 W. 6th St., Mishawaka, Indiana, offers:

BOOKS: good to mint copies.
♦1 .00 each on following:

Night Drums. Abdullah.
War on Saturday Week. Adam.
Qabriel Over the White House. Anonymous.
Man s Mortality. Arlen.
Deliver Me From Eva. Baily.
Disturbing Affair of Noel Blake. Bell.
12:20 P.M. Beymer
Universal Station. Brown.
A Princess of Mars. Burroughs.
Wormwood. Corelli.
The Witch of Prague. Crawford.
The White Waterfall. Dwyer.
Woman Alive. Erts.
The Diamond Master. Futrelle.
The Landslide. Gilbert.
She. Haggard.
Hangover Square. Hamilton.
The Monster. Hext.
Lost Horizon. Hilton.
Shapes That Haunt the Dusk.
Zotz! Karlg
Tales of Terror. Karloff.
Great Ghost Stories of the World.
The Phantom of the Opera. Leroux.
Ariadne. Lhevinne.

The Lodger.
The Best Ghost Stories.
Beast of the Haitian Hill 
Canape Vert.
The Waltz of Death.
A Trip to Polaris.
The Unforeseen.
The Unholy Three.
The Day the World Ended.
Blind Circle.
Donovan's Brain.
The Glorious Pool.
Thus Far.
Dracula.
The Avenging Ray.
Frankenstein.
One Man's Show.
The Devil's Shadow.
Barge of Haunted Lives.
The Killer and the Slain.
The Other Magic. 
Men Like Gods, 
The Dream.
The Undying Fire.
The Sign at Six.

The Following as Marked:
Out of Space usd Time. C. A. Smith. Mint, d/w. 25.00

' Lost Worlds. C. A. Smith. Mint, d/w. 10.00
Marginalia. H. P. Lovecraft. Mint, d/w. 7 50
Sian. •> E. Van Vogt. Min‘ , d/w. 8.00
Something Near. Derleth. Mint, d/w. 5.00
Darkness and Dawn. G. A. England. Fine. 15.00
The King in Yellow. Chambers. 6.00
The Outsider and Others. H. P. Lovecraft. Fine. 35.00
Beyond the Wall of Sleep. H. ?. Lovecraft. Very fine, d/w. 35.00 
Jumbee. Whitehead. Mint, d/w. 8.00
The Eye and the Finger. Wandrei. Mint, d/w. 7.50
The Time Stream. Talne. Mint, d/w. 10.00
Blood. Ewers. Limited edition. Good. 10.00
Maza of the Moon. Kline. Good. ' 5.00
The World Below. Wright. Mint, d/w. 3.00
My Best Science Fiction Story. Margulies and Friend. Mint, d/w 3.95 
From Off This World. Margulies and Friend. Mint, d/w. 2.95

Send for fantasy catalog. Stamp appreciated.

Magazines:
Weird Tales: 
1923 to 1925 - 8.50 each 1926 - 4.50 each
1927 to 1930 - 2.75 each 1931 to 1934 - 2.00 each
1935 to 1939 - 1.25 each 1940 to 1945 - 50/ each
1946 to 1949 - 30/ each

Strange Tales: 3.00 each

Send your want lists. I can help you fill those gaps.
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BOOK. REVIEWS

EARTH ABIDES, by George R. Stewart, 
Random House, 3.00.

WATCH THE NORTHWIND RISE, by Robert 
Graves. Creative Age, 3.00.

VENUS, THE LONELY GODDESS, by John 
Erskine, Morrow, 2.75.

Recently published and worthy 
of comment are three fantasies writ
ten by authors who have distinguish
ed themselves on the lower, mundane 
planes. This reviewer la of the op
inion that the average good writing 
of those planes is, literarlly, sup
erior to the average good writing 
found on the higher, fantasy planes. 
And slnoe he seldom cares to descend 
to the non-lmaginatlve levels, he, 
perhaps more easily than most, tends 
to be pleased by the attempts of the 
mundlcldlous author to scale the 
heights of fantasy. Such attempts, 
I believe, come to grief much more 
often through the sheer lack of com
prehension of the attitudes 4 aware
nesses that typify the fantasy fan 
than through any of the more-widely 
acknowledged auctorlal deficiencies.

The firet mentioned title only 
of the three evidences any appreci
able grasp of the "science fiction 
attitude". This, manifesting Itself 
in a work by the author of FIRE, MAN: 
AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY, and STORM, comes as 
no surprise to one who has followed 
his books since DOCTOR’S ORAL (Ran
dom, 1939, o.p.).

The situation Is one of Earth 
almost completely de (human) populated 
because of a new disease resulting 
from a natural bacterial mutation. 
Restrained, as science fiction must 
be for popular consumption, the story 
however does not lack the elements 
of action and suspense. The philo
sophical inplicatlons are adequately 
interesting, novel, and subtle. The 
behaviour of the protagonist, Isher
wood Williams, on finding himself im
mune and virtually alone In a mech
anically functioning or funotionable 
world, is eminently believable. The 
hydro-electric power plants continu- 
Ingautomatlc operation render easily 
available the world's gasoline for 
Ish's use in his choice of all auto
mobiles. After a situation-survey
ing trip to New Jersey, he returns 

to hla home In San Francisco, medi
tates a while, then chooses a single 
female companion and becomes the fo
cus of a small community. At the 
time of his death Ish has been pro
moted tu semi-godhood by his survi
vors, who continue to be satisfied 
with the simple life, carelessly ex
ploiting the dwindling reserves of 
civilization's non-perishable prod
ucts. Ish's single-handed attempts 
at educating the children and super
vising conservation projects, "lest 
darkness fall", and his failure to 
do either ih the face of a growing 
lack of understanding between "the 
last Americans" and the newer gener
ations, are skillfully portrayed’.

The future society envisaged 
by the author of I, CLAUDIUS, HER
CULES, MY SHIPMATE, etc., offers few 
similarities to the more familiar 
ones. Science and technology have 
fallen by the wayside, and ethical 
and philosophical conceptions have 
changed more than somewhat. The on
ly Intellectuals are poets and magi
cians; the somatotonics are a clan 
apart, known as captains; and wars 
are day-long games involving less 
mayhem than a 1946 hockey match. 
Violence has its place In everyday 
living, however, a murder being com
mitted for the sole purpose of pro
viding a soclally-acceptable oppor
tunity for a single sexual escapade, 
with only the aged running the mur
derers a close second in that activ
ity. The book ends soon after a re- 
liglo-dramatic-reglcidal coronation 
(sans crown, but replete with canni
balism) that is as unusual and as 
detailed as one would expect of THE 
WHITE GODDESS'S author. True, this 
story would have required extensive 
revision for UNKNOWN publication, 
but It Is fantasy throughout and a 
Utopian novel of high order.

VENUS la about on a par with 
most of Erskine's paraphrases of an
cient literature and legend, its for
mat being its chief claim to super
iority over the others. If you have 
enjoyed ADAM AND EVE, THE BRIEF HOUR 
OF FRANCOIS VILLON, SOLOMON, MY SON, 
or PENELOPE'S MAN (as I have), you 
should read this. gdM

WANTED

WEIRD TALES: Mar, Apr, May, June, '23;
Oct '29; Jan, Feb-Mar, Apr-May, '31.

STRANGE TALES: Complete set.
ORIENTAL STORIES and MAGIC GARRET: Any.
GOLDEN FLEECE: Complete set.
TALES OF MAGIC ANY MYSTERY: Any Issue.
C. A. SMITH'S “OUT OF SPACE AND TIME"
FRANK OWEN: Any titles.

State condition and prices wanted.
-11-

FOR SALE

WEIRD TALES: Many Issues, 1934 
thru 1939, $1.00 each; '40 thru 
1942, 75/ each; 1943 thru '47, 
40/ each. Very good condition.

STRANGE STORIES: Complete set of 
13 Issues, 10.00; very good cond.

Joseph Rublnsky, Jr. 
241 Lincoln Ave.

Elizabeth 3, N.J.



One of the best collecting minds 
in England offers service* Many years 
of experience in the English Fantasy 
field furnishes background for this 
offer. Many new books supplied at the 
published price, plus postage, will be 
supplied to Americans in exchange for 
cash or US material as gifts.

For Examples -
THE BEST SHORT STORIES uF M.P. SHEIL 

at only $2.10
DEATH OF A WORLD by Far jeon 

only $1.75'
And many others printed during the 
past couple of years.

I can supply many reading copies 
of English publications at 50/ each.

J. MICHAEL ROSENBLUM
4, Grange Terrace 

Chapeltown, Leeds 7,

WANTED: BUCK ROGERS

Ten years ago, s set of Buck Rogers 
metal figures was mfgd. by a toy 
soldier company (Britalns, Ltd.). 
I am anxious to obtain this set or 
figures from it, which included two 
types robots, Buck, Wilma, Barney, 
Huer. Write particulars.

D. A. Wollhelm
98-50 67th Avenue, 
Forest Hills, N.Y.

CLASSIFIED WANTS

BURROUGHS, 1st editions, fine to 
mint with, d/w preferred. DeJ

BURROUGHS, Man Without a Soul,
English Edition. DeJ

CABELL, Gallantry, fine to mint. Sq 
COX, Out of the Silence. Ho, Sq 
DE MADARIAGA, The Sacred Giraffe. Ca 
DOUBT #4 (Fortean Society Mag) Ma
ENGLAND, Darkness and Dawn, 1st

printing, excellent. Ca
EKSkINE, Samson & Delilah; Solomon,

My Son; Venus, Lonely Goddess. Sq 
EWERS, all titles. DeJ
FANTASY MOVIES, 8mm. & 16mm. DeJ 
FLAMMARIAN, Lumen; Omega; Urania. Ca 
FRAZER, Golden Bough: Balder the

Beautiful; Bibliography; supple
mentary voliune, Aftermath: 3rd
edition, ca. 1914-1919. Ho 

FULLER, A.M., A.D. 2000. Ca 
GERNSBACH, mint copies of his

old magazines. Ca 
HAGGARD, all titles. DeJ 
KLINE, Planet of Peril; prince

of Peril. DeJ 
LOVECRAFT, all titles. DeJ 
MOVIE STILLS from fantasy movies.DeJ 
MUNDY, all titles. DeJ 
POINCARE, Foundations of Science. Sq 
ROHMER, SAX, all titles. DeJ 
SMITH, C.A., all titles. DeJ 
SMITH, C.A., Sandalwood. Sq 
STAPLEDON, Odd John. Ho 
TAINE, all titles DeJ 
THRILL BOOK magazines. Any. DeJ 
TIMLIN, The Ship That Sailed

to Mars. DeJ 
WEIRD TALES magazines. Any. DeJ
Entries in the classified sections, 
Wants, 5/ per line; For Sales, 10/ 
per line (35 spaces per line); name 
and address, 10/; and please have 
your entries in order. Thankee.

CLASSIFIED FOR SALE

ASTOUNDING magazines. 1931, July- 
Oct, 2.00 each; 1934, Sept, 2.00; 
1936, July, 2.00; 1937, Nov, 1.25; 
1938, Jan, June, July, Oct, Dec, 
1.25 each; 1939, Jan, July, Aug, 
Nov, 1.25 each; 1940 , Feb, Sept, 
Nov, 1.25 each; 1941, Oct, Dec, 
1.25 each; 1943, Oct, 75/. DeJ

FFM, Vol 1 to 4 complete, 24 issues, 
bound in 4 vols, 25*00. DeJ

FFN. Vol 1,_first 5 numbers, bound 
in library form, 8.00. DeJ

SPACEHOUNDS OF IPC, book, mint, 3.00 
------------------------- DeJ

Addresses of classified ad 
buyers and sellers

Ca - Eugene F. Casey, 1558 Five 
Points Roan, Albuquerque, N.M.

DeJ - Niel DeJack, 203 W. 6th St., 
Mishawaka, Indiana.

Ho - S. T. Horn, 7336 Verdugo 
Crestline Drive, Tujunga, Cnllf.

Ma - E. A. Martin, 43 Sumner St., 
Hartford 5, Connecticut.

Sq - R. A. Squires, 1745 Kenneth 
Road, Glendale 1, California.
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SIXTH COLUMN, by Robert A. Heinlein, 
Gnome Press, 2. bo.

In this book the enterprising 
Gnome Proas offers us in well-printed 
permanent form one of the reasons for 
Heinlein’s pre-eminence among modern 
science-fiction authors. This novel, 
representative of the better stories 
appearing in Astounding Science-Fic
tion during the ’40’s, poses the prob
lem: given a superior weapon, how 
might a very small group liberate a 
conquered nation before the alien oc
cupational military are aware of any 
threat? The solution is satisfactor
ily worked out in Interestingly com
plex detail •

THE RADIO MAH, by Ralph Milne Farley, 
Fantasy Publishing Co., Inc., 2.50.

Adventure and intrigue on Venus 
—one Earth-man, a subjugated semi
human race, and ant-people. The first 
of a series of early-modern classics.

THE SHIP Ur' iodiAH, by A. Merritt, 
with five drawings by Virgil Finlay 
309 pp., Borden, 3.50.

THE CONQUEST OF SPACE, by Willy Ley, 
5b drawings by Chesley Bonestell, 
4to, 160 pp., Viking, 3.95.

The work of these four men is 
quite familiar to all readers of FA, 
•nd probably most of you have bought 
both books long since. All that’s to 
be said now is that, if you do not 
have them, rocket, don’t run, to the 
nearest bookstore, lest you miss two 
of the finest books published In many 
a fantasy year.

Other Books and Magazines Received...

THE FANSCIENT, >10, Winter 1950, 25/, 
3435 HE 38th Ave., Portland 13, Ore.

Fiction and articles by G. 0. 
Smith, Lin Carter, D. C. Richardson, 
Kingsborough Reedley, etc., well-il
lustrated by John Groseraan, D. Bruce 
Berry, and Forrest C. Davis, in a 
very neat format.

BLOOMINGTON NEWS LETTER, >14, Dec *49, 
Box 260, Bloomington, Illinois.

News, reviews, and history by 
Bob Tucker and others. Especially in
teresting is a scholarly appraisal of 
"The Voyage of Luna-1”, a novel that 
taxed even Tucker’s erudition.

MASQUE, an undated fanzine published 
by Bill Hotsler at Camarillo, Calif.

It would appear that Burbee and 
Laney wrote it and Kotsier and Stib- 
bard drew it. It also appears to be 
free, but Is worth much more. Rots- 
ler’s Stiegian line drawings, I find, 
to their credit, to be suggestive of 
Abner Dean in their penetrative im
plication.

____________ _____________ ___RAS 
PUBLISHERS: will YOUR new book be re
viewed in the big 1500 copy March FA?

FOR SALE

Issues of almost every pro-mag. 
No ASF's or UNK's. Some books* 

Write for free list today. 
Reasonable prices.

Jack Riggs 
1620 Chestnut Street 

Berkeley 2, California

To an amoeba sex 
Brings no frustrations.

His love life1*a simpler 
Than a crustacean's.

In the depths he calmly site, 
Laughs at Freud, and simply splits.

AStorit 8-2377

Will Sykora
Scientifietionist—Science Hobbyist

P.O. Box No. 4, Steinway Station 
Long Island City 3, New York

All Lttitra Antutred

NOW IS THE TIKE TO FILL OUT AND 
MAIL IN YOUR QUESTIONNAIRE FOR 
THE NFFF-FF DIRECTORY IF YOU 

HAVEN’T ALREADY DONE SO!
DON’T BE “LEFT OUT”!

WRITE IN AND BE "KIGHT IN" 
THE FAN DIRECTORY!

6766 Hannon Street 
Bell Gardens, California
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REVIEW
By Arthur C. Clarke

reprinted frorr the Journal of the British Interplanetary Society

Voyages to the Moon
^r$y Marjorie Hope Nicolson. Macmillan, St. Martin’s Street, W.C.2. 1948. 

pp. xvii 4- 297, 8 plates. 20s.)
Miss Nicolson is a professor of English at Columbia University; she has no 

specialised knowledge of science but is deeply interested in its impact upon 
literary imagination. This book is a study of the field in which that contact 
has been most fruitful; but many students of the interplanetary romance will 
be astonished to discover that Miss Nicholson finishes her investigation—apart 
from a brief epilogue—at the end of the eighteenth century. Those who 
imagine that, except for Verne, no writer of importance appeared in this field 
before Wells, will be annoyed or amused by Miss Nicholson’s contention that 
after the Montgolfier ascent in 1783 the "cosmic voyage" suffered a slow decline 
and has now become so obsessed with technology that it has lost much of its 
pristine charm. But however much one may disagree with this thesis, Voyages 
to the Moon, will prove amine of information and entertainment. It is hardly 
necessary to say that it is well-written, and within its self-imposed limitations 
it is in every respect superior to the only other book of its type, Bailey's 
Pilgrims Throiigh Space and Time.

The history of the cosmic voyage is inextricably entangled with early dreams 
of flight, and both received an enormous stimulus from the great astronomical 
discoveries of the early seventeenth century. The invention of the telescope 
was responsible for one of the great liberations of the human mind; it made the 
Moon visible to men’s eyes as a world in its own right, and revealed for the first 
time the true scale of the Universe.

John Wilkins, in 1638, listed the four possible means of flight as follows: 
"(1) By spirits, or angels. (2) By the help of fowls. (3) By wings fastened 
immediately to the body. (4) By a flying chariot.” Miss Nicolson uses this 
classification as a convenient division for her book, and to a modem reader it 
comes as a considerable surprise to learn that the greatest of the “supernatural 
voyages” was written by no less a scientist than Kepler. The magical elements 
in the “Somnium,” however, are concerned only with the voyage itself: when 
Kepler reaches the Moon his descriptions are strictly scientific, as far as the 
knowledge of the time permitted. According to Miss Nicolson,

“Kepler transformed the old Lucianic tradition into the modem scientific 
Moon voyage. The weight of his scientific pre-eminence caused his little 
fictional work to be taken with utmost seriousness by the learned, and his 
sense of mystery—part of the mysticism that marked all his work—appealed 
greatly to poets and writers of romance.”
It is, incidentally, of great interest to see what famous names in science and 

literature one encounters in Miss Nicolson's survey. Swift, Defoe, Huygens, 
Bacon (R. dnd F.l) Boyle, Hooke, Donne, Rousseau, Wren, Voltaire, Poe—all 
have been interested in flight in or beyond the atmosphere. It was only in 
comparatively recent times that such scientific speculating became no longer 
quite respectable.

Stories based on “flight by the help of fowls” and the use of artificial wings 
became very common as the old superstitions died and some factual basis was 
needed to replace the convenient “daemons” of earlier stories. With the notable 
exception of Godwin’s Man in the Moone, however, these are more concerned 
with aero rather than astronautics, and the technically-minded reader will 
be more intrigued by the fourth category of stories, those employing "flying 
chariots.”

It would be impossible to enumerate all the ingenious mechanical devices 
and plausible-sounding “engines” which authors have invented to elevate 
their heroes into the heavens. One may laugh at the vials of dew that Cyrano de 
Bergerac attached to his body so that he might be drawn towards the Sun: 
but perhaps the familiar “space-warp” of contemporary science-fiction will bear 
no closer examination.

The climax of this period of sheer literary inventiveness came, Miss Nicolson 
believes, at the close of the eighteenth century.

"Nothing further seemed left for restless imagination. And, indeed, 
nothing was left to stimulate the kind of imagination with which I have 
concerned myself. We have reached the end of a chapter ... for hundreds, 
even thousands of years, man had ... let his fancy play with means of 
flight both credible and incredible. . . Those soaring souls . . . had recog
nised no barriers of time or space, no limitations of plausibilities. . . .

The above Intrepid , 
Gonsales, whose star 
IN THE NOONE, by Bis 
interplanetary story 
glish language. It 
paper-bound edition
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? venturer is Domingo
is told in THE MAH 

ihop Godwin, the first 
■ written in the E i- 
1s available in a 75^ 
from Smith College.

But the future is upon us, a future in which no such untrammeled voyages 
of imagination . . . will continue to be possible. . . As the balloons of the 
Montgolfiers . - . symbolise a beginning, so they mark the end of a long 
period of trial and error. . . . They mark the end, too, of a peculiar form of 
literature. The cosmic voyage will go on, but after the invention of the 
balloon it suffers a change into something, I think, less rich and strange. 
Science has conquered fancy."

Notwithstanding this, Miss Nicolson gives brief accounts of a few more 
recent stories which seem to her to stand in the classical tradition, or at least 
to stem from it. These include Verne’s From The Earth Tn The Moon, Wells’ 
First Men In The Moon, and, in our own time, C. S. Lewis' Out Of The Silent 
Planet, which Miss Nicolson considers, not without justice, to be "the most 
beautiful of all cosmic voyages and in some ways the most moving.” It is one 
of the very few modern stories, she considers, that retains some of the charm 
that technology has banished.

This continually recurring theme of Miss Nicolson’s book—the idea that 
poetry and romance were exorcised by the arrival of exact science—surely will 
not bear close examination. Miss Nicholson's erudition and width of reading 
are both phenomenal, and one therefore hesitates to suggest that she has over
looked a large part of modem fantastic literature. But it is rather difficult 
to judge the extent of her reading in this field, as her chief references to the 
current scene are to "Flash Gordon” and the comic strips—surely of anthropo
logical rather than literary interest. (One has, incidentally, a delightful 
mental picture of Miss Nicolson’s desk at the beginning of each week being 
submerged beueath a pile of Sunday Supplements collected by her eager pupils.)

It is true that the ‘'technical” story is now prominent, though perhaps not as 
prominent as Miss Nicolson imagines. Her judgment in such matters can 
scarcely be taken very seriously, for she makes the quaint remark that Dr. 
Weston's spaceshippn Out Of The Silent Planet is "as elaborately realistic as you 
will find in any of the pseudoscientific pulps!" But stories have been written 
in the last few. decades as full of poetry and wonder as any that earlier times 
can show. There is almost no "technology" in Stapledon’s cosmic novels, 
but their vision and majesty has never been matched by any earlier writer. 
For sheer magic and beauty I do not believe the othcr-wordly tales of Lord 
Dunsany have been excelled, though it is true that few of them are in the 
direct "cosmic voyage" tradition. But many of the elements which Miss 
Nicolson (and this reviewer) most admires are in his tales, as also in the better 
stories of the American writers H. P. Lovecraft and Clark Ashton Smith. The 
pity is that the work of modern authors is in danger of being submerged by the 
flood of trash by which many judge the entire genre. Luckily, good work is 
now being performed by such publishers as Arkham House in rescuing the best 
of such stories from oblivion beneath the rising sea of wood-pulp.

To lament that "science has conquered fancy" would in any case be to ignore 
the lessons of the past. Fancy cannot exist without science. The stories which 
Miss Nicolson cherishes could never have been written without the basic 
scientific discoveries which inspired them in the first place—as she herself points 
out. Men had to know that the Moon was a world before they could visit it: 
and the greater the field of exact knowledge the greater—not the smaller—the 
possibility of imagination becomes. Where the ancients only had a handful 
of planets and a single Sun, we have entire island universes full of wonders 
never dreamed of in earlier ages.

It is true that the frontier shifts: science overtakes earlier romances and 
obliterates them as the advancing tide smoothes down the sand. Five years 
ago fiction was still being written about the release of atomic energy: now 
only a few years are left in which to describe the first crossing of space.
, There is nothing to regret in this. In many respects science has liberated, 
not enslaved, the fantasy writer. He need no longer devote the usual (and 
usually boring) chapter to his means of propulsion: this can be taken for 
granted and he can get on with the story, concentrating, for example, on the 
psychological or social implications of the subject. One result of this is that 
characters have made a shy appearance, here and there, in science-fiction: the 
stories are no longer enacted entirely by lay figures whose emotional reactions 
to extraterrestrial circumstances have changed remarkably little since Kepler’s 
day.

Such writers as, for example, Ray Bradbury in And The Moon Be Still As 
Bright or The Million Year Picnic have made brilliant use of this new-found 
freedom. Although there is often far less “science”—pseudo or otherwise— 
in these stories than in tales written before this century, the best of them has a 
three-dimensional quality which the earlier stories wholly lack. Both have their 
own qualities and merits: but to prefer the older type to the exclusion of the 
new is like insisting that music was ruined when the sackbuts, hautboys and 
harpsichords gave way to the modern orchestral instruments.



* ft * BRAND NEW FANTASY BOOKS FOR SALE * * *

First Lensman - E.E. Smith.......... 3.00 Without Sorcery - Sturgeon. .. .$3.00
Darker Than You Think - The Homunculus - Keller................. 3.00

Jack Williamson..........................3.00 The Torch - Jack Bechdolt............ 2.00
The Other Side of £he Moon Lords of Creation - N. Bond....3.00

- Derleth, ed..............3.75 The Star Kings - Hamilton............ 2.50
Dark Carnival - Kay Bradbury.3.00 Seven Out of Time - Zagat............ 3.00 
The Omnibus of Time - Farley.,. .3.50 Divide & Rule - De Camp........3.00 
The Cosmic Geoids - laine.............3.00 The Incredible Planet -
Murder Madness - M. Leinster.. .2.75 John W. Campbell, Jr. ............. 3.00
Worlds of Won< r - Stapledon...3.00 Skylark Three - E.E. Smith.......... 3.00
The Forbidden Garden - Talne...3.00 Skylark of Valeron - Smith.......... 3.00

Best S-F Stories: 1949 - Bleiler 
and Dikty, eds.... .. ...................$3.00

The Kid From Mars - O.J. Friend....2.50 
Thirty-First of February - Bond....3.00 
John Carstairs:-Space Detective

- Frank Belknap Long........................ 2.50
Lest Darkness Fall - L.S. de Camp..3.00 
Sinister Barrier - E.F. Russell... .3.00 
The Black Flame - S.G. Weinbaum... .3.00
Beyond This Horizon - Heinlein.... .3.00 
And The Darkness Falls - Karloff.. .3.00 
The Porcelain Magician - Owen..... .3.00 
The Ship of Ish ar - A. Merritt... .3.50 
The World Below - S.F. Wright............3.50 
The Port of Peril - O.A. Kline..........3.00 
Final Blackout - L. Ron Hubbard... .3.00 
From Off This World! 1 rgul- ....3.00 
My Best S-F Story J 1 s, ed ....4.00 
Strange Forts of Call - Derleth....3.75 
Sleeping & the Dead - Derleth,ed.. .3.75 
Somi thlrg About Cats - Lovecraft.. .3.00 
The Stellar Missiles - E.E. Repp...2.75

********* 4 ft* SPECIAL FREE BONUS OFFER ************

All those who order at least 2 booai from the above list can- receive free 
fantasy books. Here's How: with every 2 books you order you can choose 
one of tl following new fantasy books FREE. If you order 4 books, you 

can choose 2 and so on from these books
V

The Mislaid Charm - Phillips 
World Aflame - Engels & Pillar 
The Lost Cavern - H. F. Heard 
Dopplegangers - H. F. Heard 
The Night Side - Derleth, ed. 
Fighting Man of Mars - Burroughs

People of the Comet - A. Hall 
Pause to Wonder - Fischer, ed. 
The Vicarion - G, Hunting 
The Flames - 0. Stapledon 
The Room Beyond - Carr 
Dark Music - Jack Snow

We pay postage on all orders. Send cash, money order, or check to-----

UTICA - JEFF .BOOKSHOP
307 E. Utica St. Buffalo 8, N.Y.
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OUT-OF-PRINT MAGAZINES

We have an assortment of scientiflotion and fantastic 
magazines for the years 1928 to 1940, such as Amazing, Astound
ing, Wonder, and others, that have covers not up to our usual 
standard; that is, these covers are wrinkled, or have been re
paired, or have other defects. The insides of these magazines 
are in good to excellent condition, and they would be ideal for 
those collectors who do not require perfect covers as long as 
the reading matter is in good condition. They would also be 
excellent material for excerpts or binding.

There are a great many of the large size Amazings and 
Wonders in this assortment, with the handsome full-page illus
trations by Paul and others, that are now very hard to obtain 
in any condition.

We offer these at 40/ each, and will pay shipping 
charges on orders of 10 or more. They are sold under our usual 
guarantee to promptly refund puichase price on anything bought 
from us that doe not prove satisfactory for any reason.

Send us your want list, mentioning this ad.

BOOKLOVERS' BARGAIN HOUSE, P.O. BOX 214, LITTLE ROCK, ARK.

THE PRICE OF FANTASY

A NEW IDEA!

Over 2,000 books of science-fiction and fantasy with

PRICES OF EACH EDITION

as offered by bookdealers and publishers In the last
five years. Many items not in Bleiler's.

EASILY CONSULTED Arranged by Author alphabetically.
EASILY CARRIED. Styled so that it. might be carried 

in the pocket when out browsing.

I

With prices given of all books in the 
market in the last five years, there 
is no need to overpay, A very good 
chance to pick up bargains when used.

EASY SAVINGS.

-17-

PRE-PUBLICATION PRICE. .. . $1.00. 
Price goes to $1.50 on May 1, '50
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CABELL AS A FANTASIAS! E

Much, I would say far, far too 
much, has been written about the work 
of James Branch Cabell, by both him
self and others (though I must admit 
that I enjoy reading his self-eval
uations, however redundant they are 
In the aggregate}. But there le per
haps yet something to be said about 
his bo< a sa fantasies.

Cabell has many places avowed 
his Inisntlon "to write perfectly of 
beautiful happenings", exercising the 
"suctorial virtues of distinction anl 
clarity, of beauty md symmetry, of 
tenderness and truth and urbanity", 
for no other purpose tl an his own 
diversion. The commentators have 
taken up the catech .im and have gone 
verbosely on. Intoxicated with such 
phrases as "cosmic japes", "contra
puntal prose", ’'dy i le Illusions", 
etc., in many magazine articles, In
troductions to Cabell reprints, and 
a.sizable assortment of limited ed
ition "press books". The primary 
purpose of most of them seemed to be 
the proclamation of their writers' 
admiration for Cabell's works prior 
to the banning of Jurgen and Cabell's 
subsequent recognition by the crit
ics. Let it therefore, for our pur
poses , suffice to comment upon the 
futility of searching your fantasy 
bookshell s for a more highly skilled 
literary craftsman, and to add that 
what meet of the arty boys have not 
bothered to mention la that Cabell's 
"well-nigh perfect prose" has, not 
necessarily incidentally been em
ployed In the spinning of many yarns 
of flrat-rate fantasy.

Of JBC s titles now In print, 
first and ever-foremoat in the well- 
kno^a JURGEN, which is obtainable in 
a 25^ New American Library (succes
sor to Penguin Books, Inc.) edition. 
Jurgen, the middle-aged pawnbroker 
and would-be poet who rode Into the 
past upon a centaur, is one of Cab
'll"? "gallant" characters. To but
cher the master's half-page defini
tion, "the essence of gallantry.... 
was to bear the pleasures of life 
leisurely and Its inconveniences 
with a shrug. A gallant person will 
...concede that the commission of 
murder does not nec< rily impair 
the agreeableness of the assassin's 
conversation...and he will consider 
the world with a smile of toleration 
and his own doings...rith a smile c 
hon_ it amusement”. If encountered 
in UNKNOWN, would Jurgen have seemed 
a foreigner? Throughout a year thst 
occurred "between dawn and sunrise" 
In his normal time, Jurgen travels 
to Phlllatla, Cocalgne Caer-Is, 
Hell, and other lands, mythical, 1 t- 
gendary, and strictly Cabellian, in

"which he encounters the most beauti
ful women of history and legend and 
indulges; himself in some cf the most 
downright clever monoversatlon, in 
the exercise of his erudite chican
ery, that the fantasy reader will 
ever enjoy. The gods and demons of 
many obscure mythologies appear In 
the story, and strange practices, 
mystic and symbolic, occur.

Also In print, from Farrar, 
Straus , is THE WITCH WOMAN a re
print of the only three stories to 
be written of an intended ten on the 
subject. fourt title was to have 
been "The Thirty-First of February". 
The three are "The Way of Ecbet", a 
beautiful fantasy; "The Music From 
Behind the Moon", which explains how 
a mortal's tampering with The Book 
of the Norns caused our history from 
the year 1294 to be at variance from 
th< happenings In Cabell's books; 
and "The White Robe", wherein lycan- 
thropy happens to a bishop.

THE DEVIL'S OWN DEAR SON (Far
rar, Strauss, and Cabell's fiftieth 
book, by count of a rigid Indus iviat) 
offers divers dealings and even more 
titillating conversation with sundry 
shades and demons, during the son's 
pilgrimage to pay his filial respects 
to Red Samael, ageless rou6 and one
time lover c f Lilith.

To the list of Cabell titles 
in Bleller, I would add, in addition 
to the new ones, HAMILET HAD AN UNCLE, 
(Farrar and Rinehart, o.p.), despite 
Cabell’s expressed intention of mak
ing It an historical Improvement upon 
W. Shakespeare and others who have 
taken liberties with the legend. It 
is fantasy of the sort loosely ch r- 
acterlzed by Pratt's "Well of the 
Unicorn" and some of Eddlson's books.

ODM
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A CHECK-LIST OF FANTASY BOOKS IN PRINT IN THE UNITED STATES

New copies of all books listed below may be ordered through any 
bookseller. In all cases of doubt as to the fantastic nature of 
a given title, Bleller has been our authority. Our indebtedness 
to the Invaluable.CHECKLIST OF FANTASTIC LITERATURE Is consider
able. The cooperation of all publisher Is urgently solicited 

in the up~to«date maintenance of this department.

Ackerman, Forrest J 
THE FANTASY ANNUAL. ’ 
Ackerman, l.OO.

Ainsworth, W. H.
ROCKWOOD: A ROMANCE. Dut
ton, Everyman's Library,.95.

Aldritch, Thomas Bailey 
MARJORIE DAW AND OTHER PEO
PLE. Houghton, Cambridge 
Classics, 2.50.
MARJORIE DAW AND OTHER STOR
IES . Houghton, 2.00.
MARJORIE DAW, GOLIATH, AND 
OTHER STORIES.
Houghton,' .48 and .88.

Allerton, Mary 
THE SHADOW AND THE WEB. 
Bobbs-Marrill, 2.00.

Angr.ff, Charles 
ADVENTURES IN HEAVEN. 
Beechhurst, 2.00.

Anonymous
EQUALITY, OR A HISTORY OF 
LITHCONIA. . Prime, 2.50.

Ansky. S.
THE DYBBUK. Llveright, 1.00.

Ardrey, Robert
WORLD'S BEGINNING. Duell, 
Sloan, and Pearce, 2.50.

Asquith, Cynthia 
THIS MORTAL COIL. 
Arkham House, 3.00.

Bacon, Francis
NEW ATLANTIS. Cambridge 
University Press, .85.

Bain, F. W.
A DIGIT OF THE MOON.
Putnam, 2.50.

Baker, Frank 
BEFORE I GO HENCE, Coward- 
McCann, 2.75.
EMBERS, A WINTER TALE.
Coward-McGann, 2.50.
FULL SCORE.
Goward-McCann, 2.50.
HISS HARGREAVES.
Ccsrard-McCann, 2.75.
HE. ALLENBY LOSES THE WAY 
Coward McGann, 2.75.

Bangs - John Kendricks 
A HOUSEBOAT ON THE STYX 
Harper, 2.00.

Barrie, J. M.
DEAR BRUTUS. Scribner, 1.36.
MARY ROSE, Scribner, 1.25.

Basile, Giovanni B.
IL PENTAMERONE.
Llveright, 2.49.

Bayliss, Marguerite
EARTH EAGLES. Holt, 2.50.

Bechdolt, Jack
THE TORCH. Prime, 2.50.
THE VANISHING HOUNDS.
Oxford, 1.50.

Beck Warren
PAUSE UNDER THE SKY.
Swallow Press, Morrow, 3.00.

Beerbohm, Max
SEVEN MEN. Knopf, 4.00.

Bellamy, Edward
LOOKING BACKWARD.
Modern Library, 1.25.

Belove, B.
THE SPLIT ATOM. Wehman, 4.00.

Benet, Stephen Vincent
THE DEVIL AND DANIEL WEBSTE” 
Rinehart, 1.50.
JOHNNY PYE-AND THE FOOL-KIL
LER. Rinehart, 1.00.
THE LAST CIRCLE.
Farrar, Strause, 3.00. 
NIGHTMARE AT NOON.
Rinehart, .50. 
0 HALLORAN'S LUCK. 
New American Library, .25. 
SELECTED WORKS.
Rinehart, 5.00. 
THE STEPHEN VINCENT BENET POC
KET BOOK. Pocket Books, .25. 
TALES BEFORE MIDNIGHT. .
Rinehart, 5.00.
TWENTY-FIVE SHORT STORIES.
Sundial, 1.49. .

Bierce, Ambrose
COLLECTED WRITINGS.
Citadel, 4.00.
IN THE MIDST OF LIFE.
Modern Library, 1.25.

Bill, Alfred H.
THE WOLF IN THE GARDEN.
Longmans, 1.00. '

Binder, Eando
LORDS OF CREATION 
Prime, 3.00.

Blackwood, Algernon
ADVEUTURES OF DUDLEY AND 
GILDEROY. Dutton, 1.50. 
THE DOLL ANT ONE OTHER. 
Arkham House, 1.50, 
(continued next page)
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Blackwood (cont.)
THE FRUIT STONERS.
Dutton, 2.76.
A PRISONER IN FAIRYLAND.
Macmillan, 1.2b.
THE PROMISE OF AIR
Dutton, 2.75.

Blavatsky, H. P.
COMPLETE WORKS, VOL. 4. The
osophical Univ. Press, 5.OO. 
VOICE OF '!HE SILENCE.
McKay, .75.

Bleiler, Everett
THE CHECKLIST OF FANTASTIC 
LITERATURE. Shasta, 6.00. 
...and Dikty, T. E.
THE BEST SCIENCE-FICTION
STORIES; 1949- Fell, 2.95.

Bombal, Marie Luisa 
HOUSE OF MIST.
Farrar, Strauss, 2.75.
SHROUDED WOMAN.
Farrar, Strauss, 2.75.

Bond, Nelson 8.
MR. MERGENTHWIRKER1S LOBBLIES 
AND OTHER FANTASTICS.
Coward-McCann, 2.75.
EXILES OF TIME, Prime, 3.00.

Bowen, Elizabeth 
IVY GRIPPED TUE STEFS. 
KnopI, 3.00.

Boyle. Kay
MONDAY NIGHT.
New Directions, 1.50.

Bradbury, Ray 
DARK CARNIVAL.

, Arkham House, 3.00.
Bradford, Columbus

TERRANIA. Christopher, 2.00.
Bradford, Roark

HOW COME CHRISTMAS.
Harper, 1.00.
OL' MAN ADAM AND HIS CHILLUM.
Harper, 2.50.

Bronte, Charlotte
LEGENDS OF ANGRIA.
Yale Univ- Press, 3.50.
VILLETTE.
Dutton, 1.45, and
Oxford, 1.45.
WUTHERING HEIGHTS.
Nelson, .95, and others.

Brooks, Walter R.
TO AND AGAIN. Knopf, 2.50.

Broun, Heywood
COLLECTED EDITION.
Harcourt, 5.00.

Brown, Beth
UNIVERSAL STATION.
Exposition Press,*2.75.

Brown, Fredrick
WHAT MAD UNIVERSE?
Dutton, 2.50.

Brown, Oarlton 
BRAINSTORM. 
Rinehart, 2.75.

Browne, Howard 
WARRIOR OF THE DAWN. 
Reilly and Lee, 1.00.

Brunner, Robert K.
SHOCKING TALES. Wyn, 2.95.

Brunt, Samuel .
A VOYAGE CO CACKLOGALLINIA. 
Columbia University press, 
Facsimile Text Society, 2.20.

Buchan, John 
THE DANCING FLOOR. 
Houghton, 2.50. 
THE MAGIC WALKING STICK. 
Houghton, 2.00.

Bunin, Ivan A.
THE GENTLEMAN FROM SAN 
FRANCISCO. Knopf, 2.50. 

Burnet, Dana
THE POOL. Knopf, 1.25.

Burnett, Whit 
SEAS OF GOD. ' World, 1.49.

Burroughs, Edgar Rice
(manj titles, Grosset, 1.00.) 

BurtIs, Thompson
HAUNTED AIRWAYS.
Doubleday, 1.00.

Butler, Samuel 
EREWHON and EREWHON REVISITED. 
Modern Library,. 1.25.

Cabell, James Branch 
THE DEVIL'S OWN DEAR SON. 
Farrar, Strauss, 2.75. 
JURGEN.
New American Library, .25. 
THERE WERE TWO PIRATES.
Farrar, Strauss, 3.00.' 
THE WITCH WOMAN: A TRILOGY 
ABOUT HER.
Farrar, Strauss, 2.75.

Caldecott, Andrew 
FIRES BURN BLUE. 
Longmans, 2.75. 
NOT EXACTLY GHOSTS. 
Longmans, 2.50.

Campbell, John W 
THE INCREDIBLE PLANET. 
Fantasy Press, 3.00. 
WHO GOES THEBE? 
Shasta, 3.00.

Cantril, Hadley 
THE INVASION FROM MARS 
Princeton Univ. Press, 3.00.

Japek, Karel 
APOCRYPHAL STORIES. 
Macmillan, 2.25. 
THE MAKROPOULOS SECRET. 
Humphries, 2.00.
THREE NOVELS; HORDUBAL, 
METEOR AND AN ORDINARY LIFE.
Wyn, 3. '5 
WAR WITH THE -NEWTS. 
Putnam, 3.00.

Carlisle, D. T.
THE ORDEAL OF -OLIVER AIREDALE 

20_ Scribner, 2.00.



Carp nter, Margaret , 
EXPERIMENT PERILOUS 
Pocket Books, .25.

Carr, Robert Spencer 
THE ROOM BEYOND.
Appleton, 3.00.

Carroll, Lewis 
COMPLETE WORKS. 
Modern Library, 2.45.

Case, Josephine Young 
AT MIDNIGHT ON THE 31ST OF 
MARCH. Houghton, 2.00 & 1.25.

Cheney, David M. 
SON OF MINOS. 
Humphries, 2.00.

Chesterton, G. K.
THE MAN WHO WAS THURSDAY.
Dodd, Mead, 2.75.

Childers, Erskine 
THE RIDDLE OF THE SANDS. 
Dodd, Mead, 2.50.

Clewes, Winston
SWEET RIVER IN THE MORNING
Appleton-Century-Crofts, 2.50 

Coblentz, Stanton A.
AFTER 12,000 YEARS.
Fantasy Pub. Co., Inc., 3.00. 
THE SUNKEN WORLD.
Fantasy Pub. Co., Inc., 3.00.

Collins, Wilkie 
THE WOMAN IN WHITE. 
Dutton, Everyman's Lib., .95.

Colum, Padraic 
THE CHILDREN OF ODIN. . 
Macmillan, 2.50.

Conklin, Groff (ed.) 
THE BEST OF SCIENCE FICTION 
Crown, 3.50.
A TREASURY OF SCIENCE FICTION 
Crown, 3.00.

Connelly, Marc 
THE GREEN PASTURES. 
Rinehart, 2.50., 
(the play, Rinehart, 2.00.)

Coppard, A. E. 
THE COLLECTED TALES OF 
Knopf, 5.00.
FEARFUL PLEASURES.
Arkham House, 3.00.

Corwin, Norman 
MORE BY CORWIN. Holt, 3.00. 
THIRTEEN BY CORWIN.
Holt, 3.50.

Couppey, Madeleine 
RUMOR IN THE FOREST. 
Scribner, 2.00.

Cram, Mildred
FOREVER.. Knopf, 1.25.

Crawford, F. Marlon 
A ROMAN SINGER.
Macmillan, 2.75.

Cross, John Kier 
THE ANGRY PLANET 
Coward-McCann, 2.50.

Cross, John Kier (cont.)
OTHER SIDE OF THE GREEN HILLS 
Macmillan, 2,50.

Cullen, Countee
MY LIVES AND HOW I LOST THEM.
Harper, 2.00.

Dare, M .P .
UNHOLY RELICS. Longmans, 2.50 

de Camp, L. Sprague
DIVIDE AND RULE.
Fantasy Press, 3.00. 
LEST DARKNESS FALL.• 
Prime Press, 3.00. 

.THE WHEELS OF IF.
Shasta, 3.00.

de Forest, Eleanor 
ARMAGEDDON, A TALE OF THE 
ANTICHRIST. Eerdmans, 1.59.

De La Mare, Colin (ed.) 
THEY WALK AGAIN.
Dutton^ 2.75.

De La Mare, Walter 
BROOKSTICKS. Knopf, 3.00. 
THE RETURN. (In Six Novels of 
the Supernatural) 
Viking, 2.00.
THE WIND BLOWS OVER.
Macmillan, 2.50.

Del Rey, Lester
...AND SOME WERE HUMAN.
Prime Press, 3,00.

De Quincy '
SELECTED WRITINGS. 
Modern Library, 1.25.

Derleth, August (ed.) 
DARK OF THE MOON 
Arkham House, 3.00. 
THE OTHER SIDE OF THE MOON. 
Pellegrini, 3.75.
THE SLEEPING AND THE DEAD.
Pellegrini, 3.75.
STRANGE PORTS OF CALL.
Pellegrini, 4.00.

Derleth*Av.gust 
THE LURKER AT THE THRESHOLD. 
Arkham House, 2.50.
NOT LONG FOR THIS WORLD.
Arkham House, 3.00.
SOMETHING NEAR.
Arkham House, 3.00.

Dick, R. A.
THE GHOST AND MRS. MUIR.
Ziff-Davis, 2.00.

Diebold, Janet 0.
MANDRAKE ROOT.
Henry Holt, 2.50.

Dikty, T. E. (see Bleller)
Dinesen, leak

SEVEN GOTHIC TALES.
Modern Library, 1.25.

Dcgboit, Barnaby 
EVE'S SECOND APPLE.
Dutton, 2.75.

(continued on next page)
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Duma i , Alexander
MEKOISS OF A PHYSICIAN. 3 Vol.
1. C. Pago, 7.50.
THJ QUEEN'S NECKLACE.
L. C. Page, 2.50.

du Haurier, George L.
PETER IBBETSON.
Modern Library, 1.25.

Dunsany, Lord
ALEXANDER AND THREE SMALL PLAYS 
Putnam, 2.50.

ARCASSONNE. Humphrlaa, 1.00.. 
tHE FOURTH BOOK OF J W.ENS.
Arkham House, 3.00.
IP. Putnam, 2.50.
A NIGHT AT AN IHS. (In The 
Portable Irish Reader) 
viking, 2.00.
PLAYS OF NEAR AND FAR.
Putnam, 2.50.
RORY AND BRAN.
Putnam, 2.50.
SEVEN MODERN COMEDIES.
Put-nan., 2.50.

ALES OF THREE HEMISPHERES.
Humphries, 2.00.
UNHAPPY FAR- IFF THINGS.
Putnam, 2.50.
BP IN THE ’TILLS.
Putnam, 2.50.

Dwlgglns, W. A.
MILLENIUM I.
Knopf, 2.00.

Eddison, E. R.
54ISTRESS OF MISTRESSES
Dutton, 5.00.

Pirll ch, Max 
THE BIG EYE. Doubleday, 2.50..

.Eldridge, Paul (« VI -Jck, 0. S.) 
THE INVINCIBLE ADAH
Sheridan, 1.98.
MY FIRST TWO THOUSAND YEARS.
Sheridan, 1.98. i
SALOME.
Sheridan, 1.98.

Endore„ Buy
RETHINKS THE LADY.
DaoII, Sloan, and Pearce, 2.50.

Erskine, John
THE PRIVATE LIFE OF HELEN OF 
TROY.
Bobbs, 2.75, and
Popular Library, .25.
VENUS, THE LONELY GODDESS.
Morrow, 2.75.

Ervine, St. John Greer 
SOPHIA. iSacmillan, 2.50.

* * « « e

This catalog will be continued In 
the forthcoming Issues of FantAds

FOR SALE
Bangs, J.K. H0US1B0AT ON THE STYX. 

Harper, 1903, fine.(1.50.

Bangs. PURSUIT OF THE HOUSEBOAT. 
Harper, 1899, fine......(1.50.

Blackwood, Alg. BRIGHT MESSENGER. 
Dutton, 1922, good.(1.25.

Derleth, SLEEP NO MORE, good (1.25.

England, G.A. THE FLYING LEGION. 
McClurg, 1920, good...........(2.00.

Keller, D.H. DEVIL AND THE DOCTOR. 
Good reading copy.............^(.75.

Lovecraft BEYOND THE WALL OF SLEEP.
Arkham, 1943, fine.(12.00.

Mtuhen, Art. THE HOUSE OF SOULS. 
- Knopf, 1923, good......... (2.00.

Maurols, Andre. WEIGHER OF SOULS.
Good reading copy...................(.50.

Owen, Frank. THE PURPLE SEA. Lan
tern Press, 1930, fine, (2.00.

Pertwee, Roland. HELL'S LOOSE 
Houghton, 1929, good... .(1.25.

Richmond. 0. BIQLYCHNION (Torch of 
Life). Richmond, 1909, second 
edition, RARITY. ..(2.00.

Shiel, M.P. THE LORD OF THE SEA 
Knopf, 1924, good. (2.00.

Taine, John. BEFORE THE DAWN. Wil
liams & Wilkins, good...(1.50

Taine, J. THE GREATEST ADVENTURE, 
Dutton, 1929, good..(2.00.

Tooker, R. DAY OF THE BROWN HORDE. 
Jacobsen, 1931, good....(1.25.

Walpole, Horace. CASTLE OF OTRANTO 
Stokes (English made), preface 

by Spurgeon, fine..(3.00.

Weinbaum Stanl# r G. THE NEW ADAM 
Ziff-Davis 1939, fine, (2.60.

Wright, S. Fowler. DELUGE. Cosme- 
politen, 1928, good...........(1.25.

Perry L. Lewis 
2348 Florencite 

Montrose, California
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WHAT ARK YOU LOOKING ^R .IN FANnOM*

Are you looking for the comradeship 
of other fens?

Are you looking for a way to obtain ' 
the latest fan news?

Do you want a short story published 
in a widely circulated fan magazine?

THEN .TOIN

^VfRS^L
Do you have artwork you want published’

Do yon have hooka and magazines you no 
longer wish to retain and would Ilka to 
exchange?

Have you an article on Boienoe-fantasy 
with which to enlighten fandom?

Then Universal Musketeers ia the plaoe 
for YOU! ~

Join an Intarnational fan club.

Tor further information write:

Ronald Friedman ,111am D. Knanhelde
1980 - E. 8th Street - or - 1084 - Portola Drive
Brooklyn 23, New York, San Francisco, Calif.

To join NOW! send *1.00 to Ronald Friedman at the above address.

There is no charge for fans living outside the Jurisdiction of 
the United States.

Be nart of a living science fiction!
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DO YOU COLLECT MAGAZINES ?

If you are Interested in this fast-growing and fascinating hobby, 
we may be able to supply you with some or all of your wants. We have all 
kinds — fantastic, weird, western, detective, and many other varieties, 
dating back, in some Instances, more than forty years.

Now is the time to complete your magazine files. The paper drives 
during war years resulted in the destruction of millions of magazines now 
much desired by collectors. The supply of those comparatively few good it
ems that survived the drive is definitely limited, and the wise collector 
is completing his files NOW while nice copies are still available at reason
able prices.

We reply pron$>tly to all Inquiries. Our prices are as reasonable 
as we can make them. We pay shipping charges on everything bought from us. 
We will promptly and cheerfully refund your money on anything you buy from 
us if it proves unsatisfactory for any reason at all.

Send us your want list, and we will reply immediately with a list 
of what we can furnish, a description of each item's condition, and the price.

WE WILL BUY

Nice clean stocks of magazines. If you want to sell, send us your 
list and price; perhaps we can use your collection. But please do not list 
any item that is not in very good to mint condition. And please don't aaa us 
to bld. Just furnish use with a good honest description of what you have, 
and make us a price that will enable us to handle the items at a profit.

BOOKLOVERS' BARGAIN HOUSE, P.O. BOX 214, LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS

FANTASY ADVERTISER 
INITIATES CRUSADE'.

It is the editorial opinion of 
FA that some of the advertising In 
Its pages Is wasted because of a 
wide divergence f opinion as to the 
value of many fantasy items. There
fore, in an attempt to stimulate 
buying and selling and to approach a 
standard guide to pricing (to serve 
a purpose similar to that of stock 
market quotations), FA will next is
sue conduct an

AUCTION
and the 

following issue will publish the 
prices realized. If the reaction 
is sufficient, there'11 be an auction 
each issue, and the publication of 
an annual summary should provide a 
really valuable listing of Current 
Prices of Fantasy Collector's Items. 
To encourage bidding, we must guar
antee that everything Is offered 
without reserve, the highest bidder 
getting the Item; and to induce him 
to make his bld high, we must also 
agree that the buyer will not pay 
more than 10% over the next highest 
bid. ‘

And now to convince you wary 
sellers... FA is read by a very high 
percentage of all active collectors 
of fantasy, and by most of the spe
cialist booksellers. These latter, 
because of the present boom in fan

tasy sales,ere eager to acquire out- 
of-print books and magazines for 
stock. They probably won't allow 
anything to go for a price very much 
below market. So if'you're hoarding 
half a dozen Outsiders, why not risk 
one here? You'll find out what the 
other five are worth, and if FA's 
readers won't give you top price for 
the one, who will?

The auction may include all 
manner of fantasy items: magazines, 
books, drawings, etc. Take a look 
soon through those shelves and boxes 
of flupllcates and discards, and send 
off a list of them before next Is
sue's deadline. To minimize handling 
of auction matter, the owner will re
tain It. Each successful bidder will 
be notified and his name and bid 
given to the owner, who la to ship 
on receipt of payment. In listing 
material submitted, please provide 
all necessary information as to con
dition and edition of books and mag
azines; and story, page, and date of 
issue for drawings.

The total price for listing, 
including all notices after the auc
tion, will be 2S^ per item and is 
to be sent with the list. This may 
be the world's first auction where 
the auctioneer hasn't taken a per
centage! And perhaps after a few of 
them have taken pl ce, and their re
sults published, the evils of ser
iously over-priced offerings and un
der-priced offers will decrease in 
fantasy trading.



OKEY STEDMAN, 72 Ionia S.W., Grand Rapid0, Mich.

dosing out my entire collection due to lack of room* Cash with order. Postage paid.
**************** ***a*|^ *************

New or Mint condition with duet wrapper

House on the Borderland—Hodgeson $4.25
Skull Face and others—Howard 4.50
Lurker at the Threshold—Lovecraft 2.50
Opener of the Way—Bloch 3.50
In re j Sherlock holmes—Deri eth 2.00
Revelations in Black—Jacobi 2.50
Night Side—Derleth 2.50
West Indie Lights— Whiteheed 2.50
Dark Carnival—Bradbury 2.50
Fearful Pleasures—Coppard 2,50
Sian— A. E. Van Vogt- 3.50
Habitant of Dusk—Derleth (.00
Something Hear—Derleth
Camacki-Ghost Finder—Hodgeson 2.50
Green Iba and Others—Le Fanu 3.50
Witch House—Walton 2,00
The Clcci Strikes Twelve—Wakefield 3.00
This Mortal Coll—Asquith 2.50
Nights Black Agents—Lieber 2.50
Best of Science Fic tion—Conklin 2.50
The Sleeping and the Dead—Derleth 3.00
Hounds of Undalos—Long 3,00
Marginalla—Lovecraft 4.50
The Doll and One Other—Blackwood 1,50
Sleep No More—Derleth 3,00
Who Knocks? —Derleth 2.50
Best Supernatural Stories-Loyecraft 2,00
Lost Worlds—C,a. Smith 6.00
Jumbee and Other Uncany Tales----

Whitehead 5,00
The Eye and the Finger—Wandrei 5.00
Mr, Mergenthwerkers Lobblies and

Other Stories—Nelson Bond— 3,50

Bock of Ptath—Van Vogt *2.50
Spaa ehounds of IPC—E.E. Smith 3.00
Black Flame—Weinbaua— 3.00
Forbidden Garden—John mine— 2,50
Legion of Space—J. Williamson 3,00
Eddisson’B Conquest of Mare—Sorvisa 3.25
Collected Writings of Ambrose Bieroe 4.00
Mislaid Charm—Phillips 1.50
Great Dales Of Fantasy 4 Imagination 

Van Doren Stern 1,50
Midnight Reader—Van Doren Stern 1,50
Time Machine—Wells 1,50
Murder of the U.S.A.—Jenkins 1O25
Collected Thies of E.U. Forrester 1,50
Old Civilizations in the New World—

Verrill 1.50
Pause to Wonder—Fischer A Humphries 1.50
Deliver Me From Eva----P. Bailey 1.50
The Unfortunate Fursey—M. Wall 1.50 
Best Ghost Stories—M.R. Barnes—— ,75
And The Darkness Falls—H. Karloff 3.50
Dopplegangera— H.F. Heard 2,50
Purple Cloud—E.P. Shiel 1.00
Mr, Adam—Roberts 1.50
Croquet Player—Wells 1.00
Great Thies of Terror—Wise & Fraser 2.50 
Adventures in Ume & Spaoe

Healy & MoComas 2.50
Complete Prophecies of Nostradamus 2.00
Adrift in a Boneyard— Thylor 1.25
The Elephant 4 the Kangaroo—T.K. White 1.25
Night Life of the Gods— I. Sul th— 1.00

Good Used bcoke-Some with dust wrappers

Lost Worlds—C. A. Sal th—Cover damaged 4 
Eye and the Finger-Mandrel—No d/w 
Aanbee and Others—Whitehead—Ho d/w 
Kingin Yellow1—Chambers No d/w 
In the Beginning—Douglas Ik d/w 
The Wonder Stick—Coblentz No d/./ 

-She Mask—Chambers No d/w
. | Bride of the Rain God—T. A. Willard d/w 

* Lighthouse at the End of the World
Jules Verne—No d/w

Burroughs 1 Gods of tars. Warlord of Mars

M.50 Round the Red Lamp—A. Conan-Doyle No d/w 2,00 
4,50 Sho—Haggard no d/w 1.00
4.50 Alan Q war terrain—Haggard no d/w 1,00
4.50 fan of a Nation—Dixon no d/w 1.00
^•^^■Mr. Moesoms Will—Haggard—no d/w 1.00

Ben Hur—Wallace no d/w 1.00
Moon Maid-Burroughs no d/w 1.50

Crystal Cup-G. Atherton 1.00
Star Rover-London no d/w 2.00

2,50 Roy Rockwood: Bomber the Jungle boy, 
Lost on the Moon, On a Ibrn Away World,

Chessman of Mars, Princess of liars By Space Ship to Saturn, Wizard of the
mrxan and the Ant ten, Thrzan the Terrible, Sea each .75
Beasts of Ihrsan, Return of Thrzan, 
Son of Thrzan Fellucidar— each .75

POCKET EDITIONS

Moon Fool $1.00
Face in the Abyss 1.00
Ship of Ishtar .60
Seven Footprints to Satan .50
Burn, Witch, Burn .50
Creep, Shadow, Creep .50
Metal Monster .50
Avon Fantasy Header

Noe. 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5, each .75

MAGAZINES

First three “LENSMAH" stories consist« 
In Astounding $15.00

Other Old Astoundlngst Dec. ’38; Jan, 
Mar., July ’39; June, Aug. ’40;
Dec. ’41; Mar. ’42, each...............$.50

Arkham Sampler #1,2,3, & 4, each $1.00
Fantastic Novels #1,2,3,4,5 each $1.50
Astoundlngs ’46, ’47, ’48, ‘49

each .50

Send want lists for the following

Unknown and Unknown Worlds, excellent to poor condition, priced 60/ to $1,00 

1939, •.each...$1.50 Famous Fantastic Mysteries 1940...each.. .$1.25 
1941-1942...each.. .$1.00 1943-1946...each...75/ 1947-1948...each...50/
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SALE!
SCIENCE WONDER - 12 Issues. Complete set. W/c. Fine cond. $10.00

WONDER - 1930 - 6 issues. W/c. Good oond.(l fair) $3.50

1931 - 12 issues. W/c. Good oond.(l n/c) $7.00

1932 - 11 issues. W/C. Good cond. $6.00

1933 - 9 issues. W/c. Good cond. $5.00

1934 - 8 issues. W/c. Good cond. $4.50

1935 - 11 issues. W/c. Good cond 
1936 - 2 $6.00

WONDER QUARTERLIES - 8 issues. W/c. Good cond.(l n/c) $5.00

FAMOUS FANTASTIC MYSTERIES - First 10 issues. *39-'40. W/c
Good cond. $6.00

UNKNOWN - 7 issues(July '40 to Feb. '41) W/c. Fine cond. $5.00

UNKNOWN - 10 issues(Oct. '41 to Apr. ’43) W/c. Fine cond. $6.00

AMAZING - 11 issues. 4-'26, 3-'27, 4-'29. 1 n/c. Good cond. $5.00

AMAZING - 12 issues. 1928. May n/c. Good cond. $7.50

AMAZING - 11 issues. 7- '30, 4-'31. 9 good, 2 fair cond. $5.00

AMAZING - 7 issues. 1932. W/c. Good cond. $4.00

AMAZING QUARTERLIES - 4 issu* 1. 3-'28, l-'3O. Fall '28 good 
cond. 3 reading copies. $1.25

ASTOUNDING - 1933-34 - First fifteen Street & Smith. Covers 
removed. Neatly rebound in manila. Edges trimmed by commercial 
shear. Perfect reading copies. $8.00

ASTOUNDING - 1935 - 12 issues.

ASTOUNDING - 1936 - 12 issues.

ASTOUNDING - 1937 - 12 Issues.

ASTOUNDING - 1938 - 12 issues.

Cond. same as above. $6.00

W/c Fine cond. $8.00

W/c Fine cond. $8.00

June n/c Fine cond. $7.00

Perry L. Lewis 
2348 Flor' ncita 

Montrose, California 
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^S: f&U&l 
/P k Q Z I N E C H E C K L I S T/1949?

AMAZING STORIES 0
V. 23 N. I -- Jan < 7 — July I 

S 8 — Aug
v j 3 — Mar ) 9 — Sep 

* — Apr <IO — Oct
5 — May ill — No» 
6 — June] I 2 — Dec 

****************************  **** 
A. MERRITT'S FANTASY MAGAZINE

Mary Gnaedlnger, Ed. i
Vol. I, No. I — Dec 1
******************************** 
ARKHAM SAMPLER (
V. 2 N. I — Win.$ 3 — Sum. I

2 — Spr.J 4 ?? Aut. f
**************4HHHt************** )
ASTOUNDING SCIENCE FICTICN' 
V. 42 N. 5 — Jan S 5 — July

6 — Feb < 6 — Aug
43 I — Mar 2 I (V.44J Sep 

2 — Apr / 2 — Oct
3 — May < 3 - Nov 
4 -- June f 4 — Dec 

*********^*************«*tt***«* 
ASTOUNDING SF (Eng.)
V. 6, N. 8 — Feb ( 12 — Oct 

9 — Apr <1 <V7) Nov ?
IO — June S 2 — Dec*
I I — Sep s *a ssumed 

»»«♦»■»« ****************** ****** 
AVCN FANTASY READER (undated) 
#9, IO S II; Apr, July A Oct. 
******************************** 
FAMOUS FANTASTIC MYSTERIES 
V. IO N. 3 — Feb <6 -- Aug

4 — Apr S I (V.I I) Oct 
5 -- Aug f 2 — Dec

******»iHF*»**********««* *«««*»* 
f ANTAS IE EN WETENSCHAP (Dutch) 

Sen Abas, Ed. (small size)
4 I s sues (disc.) 

** ******************** ********** 
FANTASTIC ADVENTURES 
V. I I N. I — Jan < 7 — Ju ly

-q 2 — Feb ( 8 — Aug
1 - 3 — Mar S 9 — Sep

4 — Apr > IO — Oct
7 5 — May < I I — Nov 

MV 6 — June^ I 2 -- Dec
***** ********************* « ****** 
FANTASTIC NOVELS 
V. 2 N. 5 -- Jan A 2 — July

6 — Mar S 3 — Sep
3 I — May ? 4 -- Nov

******* ************************* 
FANTASY BOOK V. I N. 5 (news
print & book paper edns., both 
June. Newsstand edn., October

LES AVENTURES FUTURISTES (small)
(Freneh-Canad I an) First 6 semi

monthly, at least 3 more monthly. 
***** ***« ************** ************** 
LOS CUENTOS FANTASTICOS (M(xlcan) 
#1 I - Jan

12 - 15th of Mar
13 - 2d fortnite of Mar

V. 2 N. 14 - 1st tortitte of June
3 IS - 2d fortnite of June
2 16 - 15th of July

17 - 1st of Aug
18 - 15th ot Aug
19 - 15 th of Sep
20 - I 5th of Oct
21 - 1st tortnite of Nov
22 - Dec (assumed) 

************************************* 
THE MAGAZINE OF FANTASY (small) 

Anthony Boucher A JFMcComas, Eds 
Vol . I, No. 1 -- Fai I
********* ******* ******************** * 
NEW WORLDS (Eno.) (Undated)
V. 2 N. 4 (Apr) £5 (Sep) 
******** ****** (HW***»*************** * 
OTHER WORLDS Science Stories (small)

"Robt. N. Webster" (Ray Palmer) Ed 
Vol. I, No. I -- Nov
****** ** ********** **** ************* ** 
PLANET STORIES (CArtAOiAS SAME) 
V. 4 N. 2 — Spr. < 4 — Fall

3 — Sum. J 5 — Win. 
WHHHHHUWWWWMUHH *************** 
STARTLING STORIES (CaM. SAME) 
V. 18 N. 3 — Jan < 3 — July

19 I — Mar < I — (V.20) Sep
2 — May <2 — Nov 

British Reprint Edn. #lr 
**««*»**  ̂**************** ************ 
SUPER SCIENCE STORIES

Ejler Jakobsson, Ed.
V. 5 N. I — Jan S3 — July

2 — Apr <4 — Sep
One British Reprint Edn 

********** **************** *********** 
THRILLING WCNDER STORIES (CAH. 6ON.'i6o) 
V. 33 N. 3 — Feb < 3 — Aug

34 I -- Apr > I <V.35) Oct
2 — June f 2 — Dec 

************************************* 
INKNOWN WORLDS (Eng.) 
V. 4 N. 3 — Spr. S Win. — 5

4 — Sum. 5
»»*«****•»***»****»***»* ***** ******** 
WEIRD TALES GUfid Can. £0H.) 
V. 41 N. 2 — Jan K 5 — July

3 -- Mar > 6 — Sep
4 — May J I tV.42) Nov
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PACIFIC
ROCKETS

THE DAWNING AGE OF INTERPLANETARY MAN IS CASTING 

ITS FIRST LONG SHADOWS UPON US. RESEARCH ROCK

ETS ARE RISING DAILY TO NEW HEIGHTS. THE DEVEL

OPMENT OF ATOMIC REACTION ENGINES ADVANCES APACE. 

KEEP ABREAST OF THE RAPID STRIDES NOW BEING MADE 

IN THE SCIENCE OF ASTRONAUTICS.......................  . . . .

READ PACIFIC ROCKETS QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF THE 

PACIFIC ROCKET SOCIETY, 1130 Fair Oaks Avenue, 

South Pasadena, California

ONE YEAR— $2.00 THREE YEARS— $5.00

JOURNAL OF THE PACIFIC ROCKET SOCIETY


